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Agenda
• Introduction
• Legal Landscape for Marijuana
– U.S. and International Standards

• U.S. Statutory and Regulatory Guidelines
• Implications for the Life Insurance Industry
• Questions / Discussion
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Legal Landscape for Marijuana
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United States
• Federal Law
– The cultivation, possession or distribution of marijuana is illegal
under U.S. federal law, except for certain specially-exempt
research purposes

• State Law
– 30 states plus the District of Columbia, Guam and Puerto Rico
have legalized marijuana in some form
– 9 states and the District of Columbia have legalized marijuana
for recreational use
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United States (cont.)

Legalized recreational and medical marijuana
Legalized medical marijuana
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Other Jurisdictions

Canada

• Passed Bill C-45, the “Cannabis Act,” on June 19, 2018,
legalizing marijuana possession, home growing and
recreational sales to adults
• The law will go into effect on October 17, 2018

Uruguay

• Was the first country to broadly legalize the production,
distribution and sale of non-medical marijuana
• Commercial sales began country-wide in July 2017

The Netherlands

• Has a “tolerance policy” that permits retail sale and
distribution in limited ways; commercial production and
sale remains illegal
• The government recently proposed a pilot program to
explore the effects of legalizing, standardizing and taxing
commercial production and sale
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Canadian Legalization
• The Canadian government will
license marijuana production
and set standards for potency
and penalties for abuse

• Canadian provinces can
establish methods for
distribution and retail sale and
will be empowered to set further
restrictions on personal
cultivation or raise the minimum
consumption age

• Import or export is prohibited
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Statutory and Regulatory Guidelines
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Statutory Guidelines
The Controlled
Substances Act,
21 U.S.C. § 801 et seq.

The Money Laundering
Control Act,
18 U.S.C. §§ 1956, 1957

• Prohibits the production,
sale, import and
distribution of marijuana,
which is classified as a
Schedule I substance

• Criminal liability may attach
where an individual or
financial institution (1)
knows the property
involved in a transaction
represents the proceeds of
unlawful activity; (2)
conducts or attempts to
conduct such a
transaction; and (3) the
transaction in fact involves
the proceeds of a
specified unlawful activity

The Bank Secrecy Act,
31 U.S.C. § 5311 et seq.
• Requires financial
institutions to file
suspicious activity
reports regarding any
financial transaction
believed to be derived from
specified illegal activities
• Also requires depository
institutions and other
financial institutions to have
an AML program in place
that ensures adequate
suspicious activity
monitoring and reporting
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Federal Agency Guidance
• DOJ
– In January 2018, Attorney General Jeff Sessions rescinded
two pieces of Obama-era DOJ guidance that largely shielded
states with legal marijuana regimes - and financial services
entities providing services to law-abiding domestic marijuana
businesses - from federal scrutiny

“

[T]oday's memo on federal marijuana enforcement simply directs all U.S.
Attorneys to use previously established prosecutorial principles that provide
them all the necessary tools to disrupt criminal organizations, tackle the
growing drug crisis, and thwart violent crime across our country.

”

Jeff Sessions – January 4, 2018
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Federal Agency Guidance

• FinCEN
– Issued guidance in 2014 that paralleled extension of the Cole Memo
applicable to financial institutions
» Outlines risk factors U.S. businesses should assess in determining
whether to work with marijuana-related businesses
» Requires financial institutions to file SARs on activity involving
marijuana-related businesses (even those licensed under state law)
– Remains in effect despite the rescission of the Cole Memo, but is
currently under review
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Federal Agency Guidance (cont.)
It is unclear what effect, if any, Sessions’ guidance will have, as President Trump has
signaled that he may break with his Attorney General on marijuana enforcement.

[Statement at Hearing of the Senate Caucus on
International Narcotics Control]

“We need grown-ups in charge in
Washington to say marijuana is not the
kind of thing that ought to be legalized, it
ought not to be minimized, that it's in
fact a very real danger.”
– Jeff Sessions
April 5, 2016

[When asked whether he’d support a bill
sponsored by Sen. Gardner (R-Colo.) and Sen.
Warren (D-Mass.) that would protect states with
legal marijuana regimes from federal interference]

“I really do. I support Senator Gardner. I
know exactly what he’s doing. We’re
looking at it, but I probably will end up
supporting that, yes.”
– President Trump
June 8, 2018
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New York Department of Financial Services Guidance
• Governor Cuomo: “As the federal
government continues to sow discord
surrounding the medical marijuana
and industrial hemp businesses, New
York has made significant progress in
creating a supportive economic
development and regulatory
landscape for these companies.”

• Superintendent Vullo: “New York's
financial institutions should provide
banking services to these legal
businesses, in accordance with
established principles and
procedures, including customer due
diligence and transaction monitoring.”
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NYDFS Guidance (cont.)
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Insurance Industry Developments
• NAIC Cannabis Insurance Working Group
– Formed at 2018 summer meeting
– Commissioner Jones: “As state insurance regulators, one of our
responsibilities is to understand new legal businesses and their
insurance needs and then work to encourage the availability of
insurance to meet these new risks and coverage needs.”

• California Insurance Department
– Approval of carriers to cover coverage to cannabis industry in
California
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Implications for the Life Insurance Industry
• Effect of recreational and/or medical marijuana use on underwriting life
products
– Press report from 2016: “Eighty percent of the 148 underwriters
factor marijuana use into its decisions on how to price policies
and whether to offer coverage. Yet, of those, 29 percent
classify marijuana users as nonsmokers, potentially allowing
them to qualify for the best nonsmoker rates.”
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Implications for the Life Insurance Industry
• Availability of life insurance coverage for employees of marijuana
businesses
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Implications for the Life Insurance Industry
• Providing insurance/financial products and services to the U.S.
marijuana industry
– Remains risky, even in states where marijuana is legalized for
recreational use

• Providing insurance/financial products and services to the
Canadian marijuana industry
– Likely not a violation of U.S. law, so long as the entity in question
conducts marijuana-related activity only in Canada, and does so
in compliance with Canadian law
» Be on the lookout for U.S. touchpoints - indications that the
marijuana-related activity is directed toward the U.S. in some
way
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Conclusion
• Looking Ahead
• Questions?
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